December 8, 2020

**Penn Literacy Network partners with EYAS International Education Group**

This month the Penn Literacy Network launches a new partnership with EYAS International Education Group (EYAS). PLN will partner with EYASKIDS Learning Academy, an education brand of EYAS. EYASKIDS is the first preschool education brand in Asia to collaborate with the Penn Literacy Network at the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Education.

The mission of this partnership is to inspire teachers in Asia to think about teaching from an evidence-based perspective and to connect teachers in different countries to work together to create the best learning experiences for their children.

In the 2020-2021 academic year, PLN and EYASKIDS will focus on the following areas designed to help EYASKIDS teachers advance professionally and ensure teaching quality: Teachers’ Professional Development, Curriculum Improvement programming, and CDA Credential Training.

We send our thanks to ChildWise International LLC for helping to build the partnership between the Penn Literacy Network and EYASKIDS.
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